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cerned with a disengagement from the family view of his patient.
I want to deploy a last, perhaps a clinching argument. Aries points out that the emergence of the modern family has had two effects. First, by the eighteenth century it had destroyed the old sociability, the public life, the throng, the rich interplay of human intercourse. Second, because the family was private, it became also conforming, homogeneous. Each family became its own ghetto. He writes:
The evolution of the last few centuries has often been presented as the triumph of individualism over social constraints... But where is the individualism in these modern lives, in which all the energy of the couple is directed to serving the interests of a deliberately restricted posterity'?. .. It is not individualism which has triumphed, but the family. (Ari6s 1962).
In his breathtaking and audacious interpretation of our history, Aries reinforces the anxiety of the clinician at the collusion of anonymity and the conflict of interest inherent in the role of the family doctor that destroys the intimate and entirely personal dialogue of whole-person medicine.
Earlier I gave a number of more or less unsatisfactory definitions of health. I want to end with a definition from the writer Katherine Mansfield, when as a young woman she was already dying of tuberculosis. She wrote: 'By health, I mean the power to live a full, adult, living, breathing life in close contact with what I love... I want to be all that I am capable of becoming.' Most people in our society spend the greater part of their life in a non-family context, at work, at play, in reality and in their imaginations. To be 'all that I am capable of becoming' cannot be predicted solely by the family of the person's origin or experienced solely within the family of his orientation.
Much of great value may be lost from the emerging discipline of general practice if we neglect the care of the person in the name of a tradition of family medicine which has its basis not in history but in fantasy. The power of the person to live a full, adult, living, breathing life in close contact with what is loved may not be confined within the structure of the modern family. It should not be imprisoned within the concepts of an inventive but unreflecting profession. Meeting 19 March 1975 Life Before Death Dr N C Mond (London) opened the symposium by a quotation from T S Eliot: 'Humankind cannot bear too much reality.' He posed the problems of whether, when, and how to tell the patient that death was approaching and asked that the meeting should examine the role of religion, the place of deathwhether home or hospitalthe control of the pain and the topic of euthanasia. He stated that frequently the doctor's desire to protect the patient was really a desire to protect himself from the uncertainties of a difficult situation.
Dr John W Hunt (Clacton) spoke from the point of view of a general practitioner interested in psychotherapy. He stressed the need in terminal care for patients to be able to trust their doctor. The problem of whether to tell a patient that he was dying was a pseudo dilemma. Some doctors never told the truth, possibly because they felt that admitting that life's end was approaching was an admission of failure or an expression of their own guilt at their failure to achieve cure. One recent enquiry had revealed that 70% of doctors did not want to tell the truth. On the other hand, 80% of the patients expressed the desire to know the truth. The conclusion was that some doctors always told the truth and that they would probably be wrong less often than
